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Clark Says We Cail -Do Better.Than -Son of S-1 
by Tim C:..shmore . 
.,A criminal code. reflects the 
viWes of the people, accor,ding to 
fotmer . Attorney General Ramsey 
aii:k, and "we can do a lot bette(
than Son of S-1. " · • . 
:-~crark expounded on the 
p~ posed revision of the federal 
criminal cod~ Friday before an 
audience of about 100 people, 
ililuding his client Bruce Beyer, 
the Buffalo war resister now 
facing draft evasion charges in 
Buffalo federal court. 
Clark said the current revision 
f>ills - Sen-ate bill 1437 and House 
of Representatives bill 6869 - are 
ClarkSpeaking on Son of S-1 improvements over Senate bill 1 
(S-1) of the last sessio~, But the 
impro"._ements, he said, do not go that nearly any means the murder for the My Lai massacre) 
far enough. • government might use to achieve and Nixon aides John Ehrlichman 
He cited sentencing as an 
·example. The new bill, he said, 
es s e n·t i a 11 y e Ii min ates 
its ends are acceptable." ' 1and H.R . Haldeman to be 
He claimed S-1 "would outlaw Iacquitted merely by testifying 
eve~ form of resistance" used Ithey were ordered by_supe~i,ors t~ 
indeterminatesentencing.Butifit 
µ.isses, "we will have to have a 
against the war _in Viet Nam by ;do what 
"addressing political conduct with Itotalitarian 
they did. 
mentality," 
It 1s 
he said. 
major prison building program criminal sanctions. It would create 
quick. You bring the maximum for the first time in America's 
numbers [of years) down, but history an official secrets act." ·· 
now they mean what they say." . Clark also criticized what he 
Clark ~dmitted he was "not up / c;alled the bill's "good Nazi" law. 
1 
on the specifics" of the House "It would be a defense to an 
bill, and he tllerefore devoted indictment," he sa,id, "if the 
much of his discussion to criticism defendant could show he acted 
of the original revision' bill, S-i. . with reasonable' cause to be_lieve 
S-1, Clark said, reflected such an order was legal." 
"It justifies absolute obedience to 
authority." 
Clark described S-1 as a­
r esp on s e by the N i x on 
administration· to a criminal code 
developed when Clark was 
attorney general. 
Clark · who will address the 
class of' 1978 at the law school 
commencement exercises May 27, 
values as "respect for violence," Such a defense, Clark claim.ed, . w a s s p,o n s O re d by the 
-"the use of segregation" as a law would allow people like Lt. 
enforcement tool, and "the belief William · Calley (convicted of 
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Cosentino• Resigns P-ost 
-Citing Personal Re~ons 
Because '. of 'cosentin'~·•s effoct ive ,May 1 rather than by Randi Chavis 
resignat ion, second-year ·student · immediately so -he tah ·participate 
Paul Suozzi withdrew a petition in SBA budget hearings which are 
callin g-- for a referendum . to being held the last week cif classes. Andrew Cosentino, recently 
. elected Student Bar ·Association det¢rmine whether a recall 
(SB A) president, resigned election should be held . The ,,. 
petition was signed by 197 · A special election is mandatedeffective the last day of classes -at 
students and cited alleged election by the SBA Constitution withinthe April 19 SBA meeting. He Andrew Cosentino announcing ·his resignation 18 class days after an executive 
' cited personal reasons for his improprieties. " position becomes vacant. Since 
resignation. Cosehtino's resignation becomes 
SB A Vice President Kathy · "I'm disappointed that the effective the last day of classes, Misme of Phones 
Kaman will become~ 'Acting students were not_given a chance the SBA has more than three 
President when Cosentino's to vote on the recall," Suozzi said . weeks at the beginning of next 
resignation becomes effective. "By resigning, I think he 's semester to hold the special ' Leaves $1,300 Bill 
. Cosentino .and his wife,.Eileen, escaping without having any election~. If Cosentino had by UB's Chief Accountant'sby Randi Chavis 
who recently lost her-teaching job blame attached to him. He can get resigned effective the day ·of his office. ·· 
out of here and still look good." announcement, it would havein Niagara Falls, will be movingto Five law student organizations The subcommittee sent each 
necessitated the special electionNew York City where another organization a copy of its phonespent more than $1,300 on 
teaching job sha'uld be e'asier to Cosentino told the SBA Board within the first two weeks of the bills on April 10 with instructionspersonal or unclaimed phone calls 
of Directors he preferred to resign semester. find, Cosentino said. to identify each call as either 
_ from April, 1977 to March, 1978, 
legitimate or illegitimate. a Student Bar Association (SBA) 
At the April 7 SBA meeting,s ubcommittee formed to 
the Board of Directors voted toinvestigate phone abuse told the 
provide anonymity to anyoneSBA Board of Directors. 
claiming their personal callsoyThe totals ranged from $4.85 
April 17. ' in personal calls for the 
In addition , the boardInternational Law Society to 
approved a motion by second year $876 . 62 in personal and 
director John Batt that "anyone
.unclaimed calls for the SBA. 
who has deceived or lied to theThree other organizations were 
board will not be guaranteedincluded in the subcommittee's 
preliminary report. National anonymity." 
Lawyers Guild had $63,75 in The subcommittee, at the April 
unda.imed phone calls. The 19 SBA meeting, appealed to the 
Association of Women Law Board of Directors to clarify what 
Students and BALSA, who share a pre c isel y was meant by 
phone, spent $196.52 on personal "deceived" or "lie·d." 
·calls and $223. 73 on unclaimed Batt said he meant to include 
calls. anyone who lied to the board at 
The total spent by all . five any time about illegitiniate-u_se of 
organizations on legitimate, the phones. 
organization related phone calls "My intent was •if it had been 
1 during the same year was $20.25. found ·anybody had lied or 
Phone bill~ for the 12 months 
in question were made available to 
Top:(l•r) Mark Larson, Harry Klodowski Roz Lip~, David Shapiro, Gr11 Yawmon, Jean Powers deceived the board at aoy time 
Bottom:(1-r) DeMil Hirkawlk, Deborah Peters, Arlene Fisk, Su..-. Vanderlinde. , coricernihg . phone calls, that. 
the subcommittee, chaired byMissjng:(r-1) Larry Goldberg, Ann Herman, Mark _Flesc~, Larry Ross,Marllyn Tebor anonymity wouldn't be 
\ ~ second year director Jim Maloy, guaranteed to any of those 
- continued on page eight 
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Editorials 
SBA Misguidance 
The SBA took the right step in forming the 
subcommittee to investigate phone abuse. The preliminary 
finding of the committee evidences much hard work and 
dedication. Its members should be commended. 
We must, however, take issue with the particular way in 
which the findings of this committee were used. It seems fair 
to say the subcommittee has evidence that President Andrew 
Cosentino has grossly misused the phone privilege. 
The subcommittee asked the SBA to help interpret their 
findings. The SBA told the committee they did not care if 
Cosentino lied to the SBA or was involved 'in an~· 
improprieties. Their concern, they said, was limited to 
repayment of illegitimate phone calls. 
It is a sad state of affairs ' if one's mult-ip-le imprqwie~res 
can be erased by the ·payment of 'money. The SBA; in 
essence, told t,he _>Ub~ommittee _that C9~en~ipo shoul~ 
receive anonymity despite evidence.of past impropriety. , 
We f i n d t h e S BA " g u i d an c e " to be grossly 
, unprofessional. At ·the · very least the students of ,'this- law 
school have the right to know who misappropriated their 
funds and the extent of this misappropriation. Nothing more 
than the truth is demanded. The integrity of the SBA is at_ 
stake; ,._ 
Vote ~or r,_edihilityJ.I '-.A.f."'i ' t 
-~, f 
President Andrew Cosentino's resignation leaves this 
school without a president for the second consecutive . 
summer. Last summer, when Sub Board sought to raise SBA 
fdisbursing fees, the need for a president was particularly elt. 
The remaining officers should take all necessary steps to 
prepare for the summer ahead.. 
!he office of president of the SBA is. now vacant, 
effective at the semester's end. In considering a replacement, 
the student body must vote responsibly and keep the 
importance of this position in mind. It must be filled by one 
who is highly credible and beyond reproach. The SBA 
should strive at all times to maintain the highest ethical 
standards. This has been a problem in the past. We hope it 
Letten to the Edito!'I: 
Concerns on Proposed Grade _Revuions 
To the Editors: 
I had promised myself that I 
would remain somewhat aloof 
from either grading system 
tinkering or wholesale revisionism. 
That desire is based on both the 
anguish, both personal and 
corporate, involved in such 
endeavors, and my own 
involvement in the birth of the 
current system.... 
Nevertheless, Bill Greiner's 
recent memo has caused me to 
react (against my better 
judgment) primarily because it is 
based upon assumptions that I 
believe are (1) interestin·g but 
speculative; (2) totally unproven, 
or (3) dubious or unworthy of 
response"via the grading system. 
. Bill's memo stresses the harm 
perpetrated upon students by the 
grading system, but provides no 
mechanism for student input 
other than, presumably, the 
involvement of the student 
members of the APPC. The point 
made here, however, · is that i{ 
students do indeed feel harmed by 
the current system, we should 
have little reason to stall a 
revision. However, if most (many, 
half, two-thirds?) actually approve 
the current -system, we should 
hesitate to act "in their own 
good." 
· The following. ass_umptions in 
Bill's memo deserve discussion by 
the Committee: 
1) Students define themselves 
and · ,their · worth 1 in ,~ ter,ms .of 
grades. Without a-. bifurcat~d ;;r 
triforcated Q, student~ receiving a 
Qin one or more courses will have 
ambiguous feelings about 
themselves or belie_ve that . their 
exams were nondescript. 
Much could be said about this 
assumption, especially the netion 
that grad_es convey information 
about knowledge. To the extent it 
is valid, it is poignantly sad and 
depressing. The proposed system, 
though, has ho relationship to a 
student's knowledge or even a real 
perception of one's knowledge. 
Note that the real complaint is 
not simple ambiguity about one's 
worth, for the suggested system is 
not designed, to communrcate 
one's knowledge or failures but, 
rather, the aim is to communicate 
relative or competitive· position . 
I find it hard to believe that a 
more detailed grading system will 
substantially allay students' 
doubts about themselves, doubts 
which existed under our old 
· anything more than a guess. 
I have always been angered by 
classmate or student statements 
_ that "I'll only work for a c, 
70-75, Q, etc." What does that 
mean? Is it rationalization, an 
accommodation to the student's 
sense of his or her own 
limitations? Will one work harder 
Many '[hanks. To the Editor: 
As a first .year stud~nt ' I more 
· Before the new editorial board b~gins its tenure, we than agree with the sentiments 
would like to pause and recognize the contributions of -the expressed against the "Q" grade in 
Professor Greiner's "Reflectionspast. Thanks to all those who submitted articles, 
on the Q." With all respect tucommentaries and letters. Many thanks to Sheryl Reich and 
Professor Greiner, I find hisMichael · Schwartz for their religious contributions to 
suggestions for an alternativeOpinion, and their faith in Western New York and the Red grading system to be a little 
Sox respectively. Very special thanks to Kim Hunter and confusing. In the interes\s ·of 
John Simson whose limitless energy and dedication kept offer in g the most easily
Opinion afloat when it was about to go under. We are understandable grading system I 
indebted to· them for delivering it to us intact. offer the following: 
We hope Opinion will continue to function as a forum '---
for the expression of law school concerns and interests. We A - substantially abo~e 
1welcome the ideas and comments of our readers. -average B - very good 
. Good luck on exams and have a pleasant summer 
C - satisfactoryvacation. 
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numerical grading system as well . 
Much of this may stem from far 
more serious causes, e.g., some 
students come to Buffalo because 
they were rejected by higher 
choices or because of financial 
limitations. Personal interaction 
with students would seem to be a 
better approach than detailed 
grading systems, which, after all, 
would not allay the doubts of 
those who do not do well. 
2) A grading system should 
provide "direct feedback, positive 
re i n force men t and 
sanctions/warnings." 
I agree. The question, however, 
should focus upon exactly what 
kind of messages the system 
should be sending. Bill is arguing 
that the system should 
communicate more specific 
information about relative 
position in the class, i.e., "where 
in the Q range did I place?" 
If one focuses upon any 
course, Bill's arguments make 
considerable sense especially with 
assumption No. - 1. Students, 
however, take a large number of 
courses, and overall performance 
indicates something about i;ine's 
ability to take examinations. Bill's 
own rough empirical findings, 
some time back, demonstrate that 
a large percentage of students 
receive at least one D grade, and 
m"ny, r\!cei.v~ at leas.t pn~ Honors. 
(Wh-en' tii~ ·old system was revised, 
we also found that few, if any, 
students received only grades 'in 
tn~..C+/~:1,an,~e_.) ~C/W~:Wi _ip._ 
upper class cou_rses -n9w, honors 
grades may range from 20-40% of 
a'class. 
3) The broadness of the Q 
range discourages effort by 
students, especially in the final 
two years. 
Maybe so. To attribute, 
however; _the traditional falling off 
of enthusiasm in law schools to 
our grading system seems strange. 
It was clearly observable under 
our old, very' discrete system. It is 
possible that our grading system 
furthers th is commonly 
recognized phenomenon, although 
I have no idea how one's 
conclusions can be based upon 
because the possibility of a Q+ is 
present? In Biff's system, on the 
other hand, what is the emotional 
effect of a mere Pass upon the~ 
receiver? 
The questions which must be 
answered are, again, what should 
the grading system be 
communicating and; ·if more 
categories -are required fd'r effort, 
how many? 
In theory, at least, a more 
detailed . grading _system may 
increase competitiveness or, more1 
nicely, effort. In the old days,. 
however, we had a detailed 
numerical grading system under 
which, for example, 70-75_ 
represented the C range. Well over 
75% of the grades fell into this 
range and the bottom of the cum 
laude scale regularly had a 76 
average. The system theoretically 
encouraged competitiveness,­
"worth-seeking," and could be 
deemed "upbeat," but the results 
led one to pause. We complained 
about the lack of observable 
stud111t effort then, too, . even 
though we also had a discrete 
ranking system. That system -
even .. more than Bill's suggested 
system - carried out tne worst 
aspects of educational grading 
, policies with little observable 
academic value. -
4) Finally, it should be noted 
that Bill's system does a number 
of other things. ,Hi~ superc,eded . 
proposal ·for a trifurcated Q (Q+, 
Q, Q-) more neatly flows fr.om the 
objecti.oos . Jle . rai~~s , iri _ ~is 
February 23 : mem~. ·. The -new 
prop<?,sed revisjon.eith~r cr.eate_s an 
arguably over broad Pass category 
or turns what might be considered 
middle-Q's or C's into B work. 
Thus, the D grade - always a, 
mistake I thought - becomes a 
Pass. If this includes what some 
would consider D, Q- and Q. it 
leads to some of the "over 
broadness" objection he raises 
since it would encompass 
unsatisfactory as well as 
satisfactory work. If not, that_is, 
if it encompasses only D (and 
maybe Q-), then the next highest 
grade suggested is a B- which I 
believe, means something 
different to the world. Finally, I 
consider' B and above to be within 
the honors category. To me, then, 
Bill's proposal trifurcates the H. 
This responds to none of the 
objections he has raised. ,; 
/. Atleson 
Associate Professor 
will not be in the future. Another, Grade Proposal: A, B, C, D; !? 
D - -passing, bu; not entirel~ 
~atisfactory . 
F - not worthy of academic 
credit · 
Th is grading ' system would 
have i!dvantages over the Greine 
suggestions because the system 
does not use pluses and !llinuses as 
an integral part of the system. 
Riither, pluses a11d minuses co~ld 
be used by faculty to ft'.lrther ­
·fT!odify the basic grades in the 
system. · 
If any change is made in the 
grading system it is very , 
important that. it should be I 
applied to all students at the J 
school. If a new .gradi11g system ; 
were to be applied only ·to · the j 
I • 
grades of the class of 1~81 and 
beyond this would create a 
situation next spring in which 
faculty would have to apply a 
dual grading system to members . 
of their classes - one for the first 
year students and one for the 
second and the third year 
students. Such a dual grading 
system would dis~iminate agai~st 
upperclass _students. It would also 
lead to much tension between the 
freshmen and the upper class as 
well as encourage frustration and 
lack pf motivation in the upper 
class. Ple_ase pass on this letter to , 
the appropriate authorities. 
JuHaPorper 
I 
Simson to Leave 
· You may have thought things · were goi~g bad here at UB Law 
when we lost such meml:>ers of our faculty as Del Cotto Gifford, 
Goedon, Hollinger, Horrburger, Kane, Lybecker, H. Sch;artz, R. 
Schwartz, et ol, but this year the law school is losing John Simson. 
The argument can be made and possibly even supported that 
Simson has not made as great a contribution to the academic 
environment here as the above mentioned -individuals How:ver, I 
think ' few will argue-- Simson h_as provlded much in the way of 
atmosphere. You know who he is - the guy who's always looking 
for something else to get involved in; the guy who's always 
wal.king around like he was just beamed down to earth and isn't 
quite sure where he ·is. The reason for his apparent stupor is that 
he is always involved in the extracurricular: singing at the 
freshman orientation, the close-but-too-far-in-the-winter cafeteria, 
Mindy's Wine Cellar, The Library (not John Lord O'Brian), UB 
Coffeehouse, Greenfield Street Coffeehouse, The Law Revue, 
wrHing humor columns and not-so-humorous columns. 
Simson's music, humor and good looks Will be missed . 
Boyer Responds to Curriculum Attach 
To the Editors: 
The April 14 issue contained a 
Guest Opinion column by Dwight 
Wells which directed several 
questions at the law school 
administration. Since most pf the 
questions deal with curriculum 
matters that fall into my 
jurisdiction, I'll try to provide 
some answers. 
1. Why is [sic] the criminal 
justice program all but 
disappeared from the ~mpus? 
The shq_rt answer is that the 
criminal justice program is going 
because the-faculty who taught ih 
it and the grant funds which 
supported it are also going. The 
Criminal Justice program was 
funded in·part 'by a grant from the 
National Institutes of Mental 
Health, which expires after the 
current academic year, and was 
designed and largely taught by 
former Dean Richard Schwartz, 
who resigned from ihis faculty 
last year. The faculty attrition of 
the past" two years has been 
especially severe in the Criminal 
Law / Criminal Procedure area, 
and we have not had any faculty 
membe_rs who were able to take 
over the program, or interested in 
doing so. (Trying to coerce 
uninterested faculty members to 
take over a program iike this is a 
losing proposition - in the short 
run because faculty members who_ 
are interested and expert in- a 
particular subject- .area are likely 
to do a better job in the 
classroom, and in the long run 
because it will bl'"easier to attract 
and keep top quality faculty if 
they are able to concentrate on 
their areas of primary interest.) 
It's possible that something like 
'The Criminal Justice Program 
could be rev.ived if we rebuild our 
faculty strength in the criminal 
area. 
Wh_ile I'm on the subject, 1 their curriculum to recognize the 
should say someth ing about importance of.trial work?" is, I'm 
faculty turnover and recruitment skeptical as to the importance of_ 
generally. It . seems to me trial practice to most lawyers, 
· inaccurate - about a year out-of most of the time. A large and 
date - to say, as ~r. Wells does, probably growing proportion of 
that the law school is "at a crisis the work of the bar consists of 
point". and the "exodus of faculty office work, such as technical 
continues unabate?." I think that drafting, research, writing memos 
we have made 1~. through the and letters, negotiating, and 
worst _of the attrition, and_Jhat' making informal oral and written 
there 1s a lot more reason to be , presentations in an effort to get 
optimistic this year than there was · favorable actions from various 
a year ago. By my unofficial- bureaucracies. Reliable statistics· 
count, nine full-tim'e teaching are hard to come by, but my· gt1ess 
faculty. resigned during ihe is that very few of those who 
1976-77 academic year, and graduate from law schools in the 
another five requested and next few years will spend a major 
received permission to take a leave slice of their professional lives in 
of absence this year. By contrast, courtrooms. If so, we may not do 
we had 3 resignations this year (a:I 
-
of them teachers who were on 
leave during th_e current ·academic 
year), and will have three faculty 
members ("full time equivalents") 
on leave or sabbatical next year. 
Beyond this, we have had two 
very good recruiting' seasons 
during the past two years, and 
have added some real strength to 
the faculty. There are still some 
gaps, notably in the crlminal and 
corporate law areas, although we 
are ad jing a new faculty member 
who specializes . in Corporations. 
nexi fali and wf11·have a visitor to 
,teach Criminal Procedure. The -law 
school adm.inistration and the 
Appointments ·committee have · 
been -gi·ving these areas top 
priority in their search efforts this 
year, but things simply haven't 
worked out as well as we had . 
hoped. . . . 
2. What will this law school do 
to begin training its graduates for 
courtroom work? -
This law school has already 
begun doing a fair amount -
probably as much or more than 
most of the major national law 
schools - to provide an 
introduction to litigating skills. 
The courses in Negotiations, Trial 
Technique, and Clinic, and 
perhaps Judicial Clerkship and 
1Counselling as well, provide a 
reasonably broad opportunity to 
develop fundamental advocacy 
skills, and of course there are also 
numerous moot court programs 
and the Appellate Advocacy 
course. I agr~e that there is room 
for more litigation-skills courses in 
the curriculum, but I don't think 
that the questions of how many 
more, and what -they ought to 
look like, are easy to answer. My 
response to Mr. Wells' question, · 
"Why can't the law schools adjust 
Don'ts.Ash Us 
·To the Editors: 
1 
What are "lies and deceit"? 
Don't ask us - we just work 
here. 
Two weeks ago, the Student 
Bar Association (SBA) Board of 
Directors formed a subcoomittee 
to investigate school-wide phone 
abuse. In setting guidelines for the 
committee, Treasurer Madeline 
Bernstein pointed out that we 
would get more people to repay 
th 
e SBA for illegitimate phone
calls if we gave "anonymity" to 
students who came forward and 
offered to pay for calls during 
our students a service by 
encouraging them to load up their 
schedules with litigation offerings. 
Moreover, in a time of limited 
resources, there are real 
opportunity cost problems. Skills 
courses tend to be taught in very 
small sections, with low student 
faculty ratios; in practical terms 
this means larger classes, or fewer 
'offerings, in other parts of the 
curriculum. 
Another questjon .is ,what kinds 
of advanced trial-skills courses 
should be offered. It may be that 
advanced offerings should be 
specialized by'· subifotsrnatter, 
since there appears to be a fair 
amount of de facto specialization 
in the practicing bar. That is, 
somewhat different skills and 
techniques would need to be 
emphasized, depending upon 
whether someone was 
contemplating a specialization in 
antitrust litigation, or criminal 
defense work, or zoning and land 
use proceedings, or welfare "fair 
hearings." The problems are by no 
means insupe ~able, but if 
advanced courses were to follow 
the route of specialization it could 
be a fairly tricky matter to match 
student interest and faculty 
expertise. 
3. How can U.B. Law School 
survive and improve within a 
framework of fiscal restraint? 
A very good question, and one 
that nobody can fully answer. So 
far, the University administration 
has been reasonably responsive to 
law school funding requests. 
However, there are limits to how 
responsive they can be in a 
climate of general fiscal austerity~ 
Most innovative law teaching 
programs - and certainly those 
which involve training in litigation 
skills - are more costly in faculty 
resources than the traditional 
large class, I cture/discussion 
course. But, for t e short run, at 
least, we do ave enough 
flexibility in our b dget to move 
toward a more e Qerimental, 
innovative curriculum.'----1- quite 
agree that it's time for both 
faculty and students to stqp 
talking "Buffalo model" a d start 
doing it. 
Boffy 8. Boyer 
Amciote Deon 
We Just Worh Here 
what is now known as "Amnesty 
Week." · 
Such a motion passed with a 
qualification: that anyone who 
· had lied or deceived the SBA in 
the past or who does so in the 
future · would not be given 
. 
anonymity. John Batt brought 
this qualification about because 
he was concerned Presi<lent Andy 
Cosentino might be able, under 
the anonymity provision, to pay 
all outstanding illegitimate SBA 
calls and thus buy his way into 
anonymity. At that time Batt was 
assured, mostly by Cosentino 
himself, that . the anonymity 
clause would not operate that 
way. 
Cosentino has; to this date, 
paid for hundreds of dollars of 
illegitimate telephone calls. I 
believe he has paid for over half of 
the $979 worth of abuses 
attributed to the whole school. He 
has repeatedly alleged two things: 
that his wife made all the phone 
calls he has paid for, except for 
just a few · particular ones; and 
that he had no knowledge that his 
wife was making them. 
During "Amnes-ty Week" 
Andy, a Yale graduate, paid for 
the Yale dorm room calls. Andy 
has admitted a friend of his lived 
in that room (But, pre5',lmably, a . 
friend of Andy's is a friend of 
Andy's wife?) 
.. . 
Referendum NOW M~ot 
Recall Petition Withdrown· 
To the Editors: individuals who -showed , an 
interest in their government by 
In my letter to the editor in signing the petition. It is 
the last issue of Opinion, I stated disappointing the SBA's action in 
there would be a referendum in delaying the referendum has 
which the students would decide prevented the students from 
whether or not to recall Andy further expressing that interest. In 
Cosentino. At that time I did not the future it would behoove the 
foresee Andy would resign. In SBA not to ignore the voice of 
view of this fact, I feel the concerned students. 
referendum is moot( and I will not 
ask that it be held. Poul Suozzi 
I would like to thank the 197 
An 1lniqut &w &r!Jonl 
AN UNIQUE LAW SCHOOL - The ·Law School of the 
University of,Buffalo is unique in .one respect: the lecturers, with 
one exception, are active practitioners, and with four exceptions 
serve without compensation . The board comprises many of the 
ablest and busiest men in the city, and they make it a point to 
prefer their lecture engagement to professional business except 
when they a~e actually engaged in trials. TI]e result is thus 
described in a recent circular issued by the board of control : - · 
"In the course of the arguments at Albany it was discovered 
through the report of Mr. Franklin M. Danaher, Secretary of the 
State Board of Law . Examiners, that of the seven law schools 10 
the State, the Buffalo Law School stands 'at the head in point of 
standard; that in percentages of successful examinations taken for 
admission to the Bar, our school is first, and alarger proportion of 
our graduates are -successful than of any other school. This fact 
. itself was powerful argument against any proposed change in our 
system of instruction, and it indisputably established the truth 
that instruction in law-is best secured from lawyers in the active 
practice of their profession." 
- from the Morch, 7897 issue of The Green Ba& o lawyers' 
magazine published In Boston. (submitted by Joel Hockett} 
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At the April 19 SBA meeting 
the Phone lnvestigato.ry 
Committee gave a preliminary 
report and expressed concern that 
Cosentino may have lied to the 
SBA in his two allegations. They 
asked the SBA for . ,direction, 
wanting to know if they should 
proceed in trying to find out 
whether Andy did, in fact, make 
some of the calls he attributed to 
his wife or knew th.at his wife was 
making calls. The issue boiled 
down to: what did we mean two 
meetings ago·by "lies and deceit"? 
In a roll call vote, the Board ruled 
4-3 with 4 abstaining, that if a 
party paid for telephone calls, no 
"lies or deceit" attach to these 
· calls. In other words, the Phone 
Investigatory Committee should 
not look into whether Andy was 
lying to us for the past two 
months, because it is irrelevant; 
"lies" are not "lies". 
From where do 4 Board 
members (Cathy Kaman, Jeff 
Licker, Joe Rotella and .Gladys La 
Forge) derive the power to 
overrule a per;fectly unambiguous 
previous ruling? How can four 
others (Mark Pierce, Mary Anne 
· Cupo, Jim Maloy and Madeline 
Bernstein) abstain from voting on 
such an important issue? Why are 
John Batt, Lew Steele and I 
disheartened and disgusted? Don't 
ask us - we just work h~re. 
- Mike 'Shoplro 
Overdue Cassettes 
The following _people have borrowed cassette tapes from the 
Audiovisual Department which are now overdue 
David Abbott Ann Herman 
David Alexander Jeff Katz 
Stephanie Baynon Ken Landau 
Tom ender Roz Lipton 
Cheryl Block David Molik 
William Brooks Ray Power 
George Colettis Hector Santiago 
Kathy Drumm Stewart Schiem 
Carole Egan Philip Szabla 
Rick Enderberg Dick TroU 
Lloyd Fair Janice Trybuckiewicz 
Christ Gaetanos Mike Wargula 
Harcey Soss Lenny Zuckerman 
Ron Hager 
Women's Law Conference 
Underestimates Abilities -
The Ninth Annual Conference subjected to an hour and a half 
on Women and the Law was held summary of the problem - ho 
in Atlanta, Georgia from April 6 hum. In a · third, where we had 
th rough 9 . There were met to discuss the avai lability and 
approximately 3000 people there, the advisability of censorship of 
most of whom were women. Law anti-women literature, it took an 
students, attorneys, teachers of outraged audience to bring up the 
law , and government . First Amendment. 
administrators were the On the other hand, the 
participants, as were a contingent insistent responses of the 
of people wearing "I am not a a udiences was exhilarating. In 
lawyer" buttons. Approximately workshop after workshop, women 
10 people from the ·Buffalo area demanded discussion of the issue , 
attended. and it sp illed out into the halls 
AAy attempt to focus on and elevators. 
" women and the law" requires an It was obvious to me that a 
analysis of what that means: Is it conference on women and the law 
a look at the areas where women can ·no longer be confined to 
are the subjects - wife abuse, focusing on reviewing areas where 
. wageJ for housework, forced women are victims. We're in the 
sterilization, employment system now; we're committed to 
discrimination, for instance or is it it dnd we're working with it. We 
women interacting with every have questions about the 
facet of the law - women as admissibility of certain kinds of 
teachers of law, women in court, testimony in certain kinds of cases 
women preparing employment in certain courts and we want to 
discrimination cases? talk about those questions at 
While there is no need to make con.ferences. 
a choice between the two, there is For this reason, there were 
a need to realize that there is a workshops which focused on 
difference. In times past, these narrow topics such as Proving a 
kinds of conferences would focus Sex Discrimination Case at Trial 
on women as victims of the or Reform of Social Security. 
judicial system, indeed,-victims of There were, unfortunately, just 
the society at large. Here, people not enough of these. 
were not satisfied with discussions There's also a great deal of 
of women as victims alune - they thcoriLing to do, thinking ou_t 
know the problems. They wanted loud about legislative reform with 
to discuss action, both the action a group of experienced people 
they are taking individually as who have a similar focus and 
attorneys in traditional firms , as purpose. There was some of this. 
US attorneys, as DA 's, as tax A panel of nine Big Guns in the 
analysts, as legis.lative aides, as field of marital property reform 
administrators, and in groups - discussed the problems and 
feminist collective firms, at Equal considerations in _such work. A 
Employment Opportunity similar workshop focused Of\ a 
Commission and state fair proposed revision of social 
employment agencies, as teachers security. They were an 
and as students. opportunity to hear the best 
This is my major criticism of people in the field talk about 
the Conference the what they think the problems are. 
misperception and specifically the Did I learn much? Yes, I guess 
underestimation of the abilities of I did: There are a hell of a lot of 
the participants. In a workshop on very smart women out there who 
"New Economic Models for are all very interested in doing a 
Estimating Value of Women's good job while coping with being 
Work," one critic of a particular professionals, with working with 
theory was told she was too men and working for women. I 
smart. In another seminar on wife also learned that Atlanta is a very 
abuse, an audience consisting of tacky town. 
people who have spent years 
involved in the problems were - Sheryl Reich 
GRADUADON USHERS NEEDm 
BitchTickets 
accommodate both professors on~ students! ,COMPLAINT No. 43: Last year the month of May 
was rather hot. Not surprisingly the library was also Really, it isn't unreasonable to ask professors to 
hot because the air conditioning was not turned on, share valuable looseleaf services with _students, 
especially when there is only one copy!!!!!at least until finals week, or close thereto. Therefore 
I'm asking now if arrangements can be made to have 
RESPONSE: 1) The complaint begins with a factualthe air conditioning turned on in the early part of 
May. It is true that Buffalo weather is rather erratic, error. There is no. "massive collection" of materials 
however, I think most pe~ple would prefer-to wear a of which "many''. are one-of-a-kind, "stashed away" 
sweater or something which serves a similar function in Del Cotto's office. The material located in faculty 
on those days when it is cold outside (and therefore offices, with rare exception, is limited to duplicates. 
cold in the library once the air conditioning is turned The exception was the Tax Coordinator, a set which 
on), than they would prefer to sit in ·a sweat box. was very infrequently used but useful to\ have, and 
RESPONSE: We have comp lained to the proper that set is now in the locked acces~IJreserve area 
authorities, and can only hope with you that the air called the attorney's room, -which is :accessible to 
conditioning system will be adjusted. This is, as you everyone. 
pointed out, a seasonal problem and one which the The CCH Tax Reporter is the only set which is 
staff is well aware of. not duplicated in the attorney's room, but material 
contained in the CCH is duplicated in the 
COMPLAINT No. 44 The student conference room Prentice-Hall Tax Reporter. The PH Reporter ~ 
two doors down from the Xerox room is always accessible in the attorney's room. And, if you do 
overheated. Please adjust, repair or modify as need to see the CCH Reporter, ask at the circulation 
necessary. desk and someone will provide you with access to 
RESPONSE: This room, like the rest of the building, the material. 
ha~ its heat problems. The thermostat in Room 222 2) Apart from the error of fact, the complaint is 
is broken which may have something to do with why based on a premise which simply conflicts with the 
that room gets so unbearable. We have notified reasons for a law school . You may disagree and feel 
maintenance, but can make no promises. that teaching students is the only function of a law 
school: To the contrary, as · a part of a .university 
COMPLAINT No. 45 : Why does the library close at center, the law school has an equally important 
S:00 pm on Saturday? Should it? research and scholarship function . 
RESPONSE: The library has always closed at 5:00 Sc--holarship is neither subordinate to nor 
pmon Saturdays. This is due primarily to budgetary dominant over the teaching function of the school. 
constraints. Two years ago the library was open later But scholarship is a responsibility of a law school, 
on Saturdays for a one month trial period and . and therefore there is a policy of locating duplicate 
statistics showed that use was not heavy enough to material in faculty offices for purposes of either 
warrant staying open later on a regular basis. The basic research or preparation of teaching material, or 
library now opens two hours earlier on Sundays (i.e., a combination of the two. And, it is not justified by 
noon) . the "pernicious publishing pursuits of professors.''. 
Whether in a time of shortage of funds or a 
COMPLAINT No. 46: If one posits that an surplus of funds, a goal "to maximize potential use 
underlying goal of any library - and particularly one of existing ~esources and accommodate all legitimate 
with a shortage of funds - is to maximize potential users of materials" is meaningful only by reference 
use of existing resources and accommodate all to the several priorities of a law school and a law 
legitimate users of materials, then several policies of school library. 
this library, particularly as regards private "faculty 3) The material which you refer to as being 
collections" are particularly indefensible. "hoatded" in the attorney's room, is not necessarily 
My complaint is · specifically directed to the one of a kind, and it was iocated there to make it 
massive collection of Tax Law materials stashed more usable. Ideally, it would be on an open shelf. 
away in Professor Del Cotto's office. Since Del Cotto But, this material has been subject to a high rate of 
is not even here this year, the justification for such a vancfalism. Initially, it was placed behind the circula 
hoard is even more tenuous than otherwise. This is tion desk to facilitate its use. 
especially' so ·since many of these materials are We thought that by converting the attorney's 
one-of-a-kind, e.g., CCH Loose Leaf Reporters, etc. room into what is really an adjunct to the circulation 
Obviously, such a policy benefits only the and reserve collection, with access for all users by a 
pernicious publishing pursuits of professors, in gross key checked out at the circulation desk, we would 
derogation of the fair entitlement of students to make the material more usable while retaining-some 
have general access to those materials locked up in degree of ~~urity against vandalism. 
the attorney's room (Prentice-Hall Tax Reporters, The location of this material is being properly 
RIAA Tax materials, etc.) indicated in the card catalog. You can also check 
This problem is all _the more reprehensible with the reference librarians to find a full list of 
because the location of these materials is nowhere looseleafs and their locations 
·evident from the card catalog, Indeed, the ,card You might be interested to know that the 
catalog directs users to an empty shelf on the Fourth Library has subscribed to several new looseleaf 
floor. services. Among them are: Energy Users, Housing 
Finally, a stiggestion: why not simply put these and Development, International Environment and 
items on reserve in the library? Surely this would Product Safety and Liability. 
University Press Acknowkdged 
To the Editors: contributions to the paper. Cheryl new editorial board, along with 
You can vote old Opinion 
editors out of office, but you 
can't keep them quiet. 
-Last week, John and 
extended our thanks to the 
began her association with our 
infamous publication by typing 
Opinion copy four years ago. 
Oieryl has continued to work 
with the paper since she has been 
at UP and has contributed time 
UP's Bill Brickley (voted most 
Ii kely to have to deal with 
Opinion next year), can continue 
to come up with a · quality 
product. We would also like to 
thank the rest of the Press staff 
Opinion staff who, though not 
always visible to the law school 
community at large, were 
instrumental in keeping the paper 
alive for 11 issues. 
This issue, John and I would 
"like to show our appreciation to 
another staff who has been 
responsible for what you see in 
each Opinion issue - the 
production staff at University 
and effort above and. beyond the 
call of duty. John aod I will never 
forget Oieryl's helpful suggestions 
as to what we could do with our 
copy! In any event, without 
Cheryl's assistance; we · never 
· would have known just how high 
the duck really is [see the 
· Simson-Hunter maiden issue -
April 28, 1977) . Cheryl - thanks 
for everything. We wish all the 
for their help : Janice Williams, 
especially- for her leprechauns, 
Marie Bernard for managing to 
keep the front office sane while 
we massacred our layout in the 
back, and all those who have 
typed our copy when most of_it 
was illegible and disorganized. 
Thanks again and good luck. 
Just · remember Oieryl, we won't 
have one another to kick around 
Press. In particular, we must best for you in your new "status." af!Yrilore! 
Any law student interested in ushering at Commencement should leave acknowledge our debt to Cheryl While Opinion will not be the Take core, 
his/her name in the Placement Office. There will be a rehearsal on May Pestell, outgoing Production same without Cheryl's input Kim Hunter 
2S. Commencement is May 27 at Artpark. Manager at UP, for her (groan] , we are c~rtain that the '1lnd John.Simson 
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New BOok Looks atDyna111,ics ofLaw· Office 
i
by Mike Buskus journal articles supplemented by planning coricerris for resolution procedural obstacle to getting often ignored, relegated
notes and questions. of marital disputes, bankruptcy down to substantive business: the inexplicably to inferior status to 
Louis M. Brown, Professo'r of The authors . also examine problems as well as transfers of shape of the table ..•. After the much emphasized (in law 
Law at the University of Southern internal dynamics and economic·s real - property. An admixture of studying nearly two dozen school, at least) area of litigation.
California and Edward A. Dauer, of · the law office, reprinting cases, questions, comments and aesigns, the negotiators at last The book does suffer from 
Associate Professor of Law at statistical tables and a variety of generous sel~tjQns from journal agreed on the shape of the table: some problems. . At times the 
Yale University have written a articles about the delivery and articles form the basis for these it will be round." discussion rambles into . rather 
new book. Entitled. Planning by pricing of legal services. portions of the text. The In sum, this book is unlike any minor points. In spots one senses 
Lawyers: Materials on a Substantial references are made to concluding chapter deals with law book this reviewer has ever a rather substantial reliance on 
Nonadversarial Lepl Process, other materials, -including a issues germane to the small read or seen. It is unusual, and at articles of others (evidenced by 
their work was published by the variety of texts and articles. The business and franchise. times wanders from the areas virtual reprints in some areas). In 
Foundation Press of Mineola, New issues of delivery and pricing of This book is very unusual. It normally thought germane .to law 
. most areas of the text, however, 
York in spring of 1978. The legal services form the grist of almost defies easy description. practice. that dependence is balanced by 
authors have divided their 942 chapter- four, which includes Where else in a law book migfit The book is worth reading. It th_oughtful comments and 
page w.ork into 14 chapters. substantially the entire opinion in one see citations to (and excerpts suggests a substantial number of questions. 
Brown and Dauer have Goldfarb v. Virginia State Bar, a from) psychology journal articles, areas (e.g., setting fees, precision On balance, the precise 
eschewed writing another "case" 1975 case dealing with the issue the Wall Street Journal, sociology" in drafting documents, etc.) that usefulness of the book is difficult 
book, in favor of dir"ecting a of miQimum fee scales. treatises, as well as the more need more attention by law to ascertain. Indeed, there is not 
substantial volume towards what Chapter 5, ' 'Solicitation and traditional fare of Law Reviews? offices. The authors obviously-are any book exactly like it now. The 
they describe as the law's "Fourth Responsibility" deals with the Particularly interesting is the speaking from considerable text_' would pro~ably be _well 
Estate,"thelowoffice. issues of adv _ertising and authors' use of the classic "three experience (indeed, the~text cites suited to a seminar-type
The authors begin with a brief procurement of legal business by three" dot matrix· creativity a numb~r of sources written either "counseling" course_ in which 
survey of some ethical concerns from clients. Bates v. State Bar of problem. The problem involves ·a individually or collectively by the supplemental problems of a real 
pervasive to the profession. Arizona is covered in depth. graphic figure of nine dots, authors) and they convey a (hypcithecated) client were also 
Selected portions of the/ ABA SubstantiatlY two-thirds of the grouped in three rows of three message that planning in law is provided.
C o d e of Pr o f e s s i o n a I text deals with the real .essence of dots each. The problem is to draw 
Responsibility form the backdrop · typical law office • services for four straight lines (going through Canfield Needs Senior Volunteers 
to consideration of questions clients: e.g., negotiating contracts, all nine dots) without lifting the 
posed by the authors. The authors counseling about various business pencil from the paper. This is but Those already participating inSeni6rs are needed topresent some selected cases as well decisions, drafting wills and real one example of the authors' own the senior survey whoparticipate in Assistant to the 
as a thought-provoking excerpt estate transactions, tax advice, decision to discard normal misunderstood the procedure areDean Allan Canfield's doctoralfrom Monroe Freedman's ethics etc. The primary emphasis here, as I i m i tat ions imposed . by 
study dealing with achievement, welcome to withdraw their data text regarding the propriety of in ' later chapters dealing with conventions often assumed in 
classroom interverbal behavior sheets. Those interested in 
counseling a corporate client specifics of property transactions legal textwriting. 
and courtroom effectiveness. volunteering may pick up the 
about illegal activity._ -Also and family law issues, is one of At various other places in the Grades will be used to materials in Canfield's office,included is a lengthy selection planning and preventive law. For text, results of statistical surveys determine the measure of room 311 or leave their names from Columbia Law Review abou t-- example, the authors repeatedly or other information about the 
achievement. Numbers will be with him at home, 688-7579. 
e th ica I issues facing securities advocate consideration of the tax interaction between clients and 
substituted for names to avoid Students who wish to meet lawyers. implications of any property the law office adds to the realism 
reporting individuals' grades. with Canfield to discuss his 
Chapter 2, "An Officer of the transfers or corporate of the analysis. Other real Results will be reported as data research, he said, are welcorre to 
Court" approaches the topic of organization. occurrences are intersperse_d to 
array. do so. 
professional responsibil!tY from . Brown · and Dauer have · add interest and historical 
the Court viewpoint. Several cases gathered and compiled a very balance. Doily Carrel Sign-Up Start,s M~y 1 
on judicial discipline are included, exteasive set of materials relating Thus, in a ch apter on ' 
including a 1932 disbarment case to negotiating business and other negotiations, the authors preface The Law Library will once · current 1.D. or course printout, 
from Wisconsin, State v. Connon. agreements. For example, they their discussion with a quote from , again be reserving carrels for law will be allowed to sign up to use 
Chapter 3, "The Counseling reprint a ·portion ·of Paul, A New a 1969 issue of Tune · magazine: students during the exam period. the carrels. 
R ' fc L ers ,·n Contr,oct "When the h1"sto·ry of the Viet The service will start Monday, The carrels will be reserved forFunction" introduces the real o,e or owy 
substance of the book . The Negotiations, 62 ABAJ 93 Nampeacenegotiationsiswritten, May 1 and last until May 19. one day only, and any library 
Carrels will be signed out at the materials left in the carrels will beauthors posit that while lawsuits (1976) : "There is a way to handle . posterity will probably look with 
reference desk each morning. shelved after the I ibrary closes inhave considerable impact upon } he nego~iation of _cert~in astonishment on what has proved 
litigants,much,ifnotmostofthe •' Commerc1al and financial-- to be the most important Only law students, showing their the evening. 
lawyers' role is not litigation, but wntracts that can save 50 to 60 
rather counseling and the percent of the legal fees mvol_ved. 
rendering of advice to clients. • • . [T] o e~onomize on legal f~es . 
They argue that "the greatest run in some instances both . parties 
of decisions by courts and mu~ually s~ould retain the 
agencies have but an attenuated .-servJces of a single me~ber of the 
effect on most private individuals' bar to prepare a fair contract 
affairs. The law office, on the between them." · 
other hand, impacts on its clients The authors . also offer some 
directly, frequently, and basic, but_ often over~o~ked 
s·ignificantly ." concerns 1n the d~aftm~, of 
Substantial discussion is given documents. They remind readers 
to_issues of dealing with elients on that consistency (with other 
a level understandable and papers and document~) and 
intelligible to them. The authors ambiguity {the lack of 1t) are 
suggest, for example, that an ~r~cia! in avoiding p~ssible future 
initial client interview limited in lit1gat1on. They provide a number 
scope to merely eliciting facts of -~pecific sugges!ions and 
may well obscure the client's real cautions for the drafting proce~s. 
concerns or real desires. The · Subseq_uent _ chapters _deal_ in 
authoiy use extensive reprints of more technical_ d~tail with 
Direction,, to Millard FiBmore'• Grove 
Enter cemetery at Delaware-Delevan entranc""e. 
Keep "left past the 'office, taking the road 
which .is closest to Delaware A venue. 
Continue across the creek over the bridge. 
After cross'ing the creek continue on the 
• left hand road. ' . 
Turn right at the second road on the right, 
where there is a sign pointing to 
Millard Fillmore's grave. 
It is marked by a pink granite stone 
enclosed in a green fence_ 
halfway up •the hill on the left. 
APRIL 30! 
That's the final regi~tration date 
to be eligible to take the 
BAR/BAI Computer-Graded Pretest. 
There is no additional charge for the Pretest 
and•a/1persons already enrolled are eligible. 
If you have not yet registered, your enrollment 
application must_be·received ii'I our New York office 
by 5 p.m. on April 30. 
'401 Seventh Avenue, Suite 62 
New York, New York 10001 
New York New Jersey 
(212) St-3888 (201)823-3383 
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Culinary Co11118el 
International $a"'8agernaking: Some-Favorites 
by Kevin Powers 
Few areas of gastronomic 
wizardry offer as much satisfaction 
as sausagemaking. The process can be 
broken down into three basic steps : 
choppin~ or grinding the meat , 
mixing the ingredients and stuffing 
the casings or forming patties. 
Though a cooperative butcher is . weak spots you- _noted earlier. . 
helpful in grinding the meat, the, If you are suing a sausage_ stuffing 
chore is easily done at home. As with i attachment to your ~eat grinder, be 
most things in the kitchen, the sure to remov~ the kn1ve and P!~te so 
old-fashioned way of chopping the that the m~at 1s not ground_tw1c~. 
meat by hand - is the superior . When tying _the sausage in~o links, 
method. To facilitate the hand\ use cotton string, _as synthet_1cs ha~e 
method, the meat should be cut into . 4 very nasty habit of melting. Tie 
•. strips and chilled, but not quite 
frozen. An extremely sharp knife is 
essential here. The meat should be 
chopped into 1/4-3/8" dice for most 
sausage. 
Although the hand method 
produces the finest product, the 
old-fashioned, hand cranked meat 
grinder that Grandma used to use is a 
close second . So, get Gra_ndma's old 
meat grinder out,. attach it to the 
nearest table and get ready to make 
some of the finest sausage you ever 
tasted! 
The best cut of meat for sausage 
making purposes is "butt" or 
"Boston butt ." Buy it with the bone 
in as the bone is small, and 
appearances aren't your concern at 
this point. Cut the meat into 1 ½-2" 
cubes and put it through the grinder 
with a 3/8" plate installed . When 
trimming your meat, remember the 
best sausages contain 1 /4-1 /3 fat. 
Try not to exceed 1/3 fat. 
Mix the spices (recipes to follow), 
and put the meat aside to bloom . 
Blooming is a sausagemakers'. term 
which describes the time allowed for 
the spices and flavors to mix 
adequately . 
While the meat is blooming, ydu 
can prepare the casings. Sausage 
casings are usually hog intestines. 
They are available in area 
supermarkets and come packed in 
salt. Three pounds of meat will fiil 
36-48" of casings, depending on the 
size of the casing and how firmly the 
sausage is stuffed . 
Take out- as much casing as you 
think you will need . Pour coarse or 
Kosher salt into the package to 
replace the salt lost and store in the 
refrigerator. Stored in this way, 
casings will keep for a year or more. 
Never use iodized salt to · pack 
casings, as the iodine will eat holes in 
them (nasty stuff that iodine) . Soak 
the casing in several changes of cold 
water for 3/4-1 hour. This is to 
remove the salt and restore the 
casing 's elasticity. 
Using a wide funnel or a sausage 
stuffing horn that fits your meat 
grinder, carefully slide one end of 
the casing over the end of the funnel 
and bring several inches of the casing 
on with it. Run cold water through 
the funnel and into the casing as you 
slide more and more casing onto the 
apparatus. Make a mental :note of 
where any tears or holes occur in the 
casing. Leave· about 2" of .the casing 
, _,hanging from the end of the funnel. 
With a well-washed thumb, force 
the meat mixture through the funnel 
and into the casing. The casing will 
pull itself off the funnel as it fills. If 
the casing binds, wet it with cold 
water dripped from a sponge. If the 
casing tears, keep on going until you 
have filled all of it . Use somewhat 
less pressure as you approach the 
both_ ends ~f any tears. first, and 
continue until _you hav~ tied off the 
number and size of links that are 
appropriate. 
Finally, (this all sounds more 
complicated than it really is), hang 
the links in a cool place for an hour · 
or so to let them form what the 
sausagemaking establishment calls a 
bouquet. This 
blooming: 
is really a second 
{ / 
,.. 
ITALIAN PORK SAUSAGE 
WITH FENNEL 
3 lbs. pork butt 
1½ teaspoons salt 
2 tbsp. freshly ground pepper 
1 ½ teaspoons crushed fenm;I seeds . 
hot pepper flakes to taste · 
2/3 cup red wine · 
Trim meat and remove fat until 
proper¾-½ 1·atio is achieved. Grind 
meat with 3/8" plate or chop by 
hand. 
Blend meat with spices and wine. 
Allow to bloom. Stuff casings or 
form patties. Broil or pan fry . ~ 
vb~~p
(tC\~c.-¾ 
~i '·- 7 'i:-\ 
'-'KIELBASA 
4 lbs. pork butt 
3/4 lb. beef 
1 medium onion , chopped 
2 cloves garlic minced 
3 tsp . whole marjoram 
1 tsp. powdered sage 
1 tsp . thyme 
2 bay leaves 
2 tsp . salt 
2 tsp . peppercorns, coarsely crushed 
½ tsp . ground nutmeg 
olive oil 
Graid meats with either¼ or 3/8" 
plate. Saute onion and garlic lightly. 
Add · remaining spices (except salt; 
pe_Qper and nutmeg). and 1 /3 cup 
warm water. Stir and simmer 2 
minutes. Let mixture stand, covered, 
about 10 minutes. Remove bay 
leaves. Add spice mixture to meats 
and then mix well. Add salt, pepper 
and nutmeg. Stuff into casings. 
' POWERSPERFECTLY 
DELIGHTFUL . 
PURE PORK ~AUSAGE 
1½ lbs. pork butt 
3/4 lb. salt pork 
1 clove garlic finely minced 
1 tsp. salt 
1 bay leaf crushed 
allspice to taste 
1 tsp. black pepper 
1 egg 
1 onion minced 
1 tsp. rubbed thyme 
1 tbsp. parsley 
Grind pork with 1/8" plate. Mix 
in other ingredients very well . 
Refrigerate for 1-2 hours:, Shape into 
patties and freeze. To cook, . .fry in 
50/50 mixture of butter and olive 
oil. 
• 
RE~KFAST PORK SAUS 
2¼ lbs. pork·.butt 
1½ tsp. sage 
½ tsp. marjoram 
½ tsp . savory 
2 tsp. salt 
1 -tsp. black ,pepper 
¾ tsp. ground nutmeg 
¼ cup water 
Grind meat with 3/16" or 1/4" 
plate. Mix seasonings •in welb Stuff 
into 'sheep casings or form into 
· until well browned. 
3 lb. pork butt 
½lb.beef 
¼ lb. pork fat 
2 tbsp. salt 
1 tbsp. ginger 
1 ½ tsp. coriander 
1 ½ tsp . pepper . 
½ tsp. dried mustard 
Grind with 3/8" plate. Mix in 
spices and stuff. To cook, simmer in 
½" water for 15 minutes. 
Squte in butter until brown. 
SPANISH CHORIZO 
Drain. 
2½ ·lbs . pork butt 
¾ lb . pork fat 
2 fresh red peppers, seeded & sliced 
1 /3 c. red wine 
1 clove garlic, crushed 
1 tbsp . wine vinegar 
1 tsp. Spanish paprika 
½ tsp .salt . 
½ tsp.chili powder 
¼·tsp . crushed dried red pepper 
Grind pork, fat, and red pepper 
with 3/8" plate. Mix in remaining 
ingredients. Stuff into casings and tie 
off in ~9" links. Cook as fresh 
MITITEI 
Romanian beef sausage 
2 lbs. beef 
2 tsp. fresh chopped garlic 
½ tsp. allspice 
¼ tsp . cloves 
¼ tsp. thym~ 
1½ tsp . saft 
1/8 tsp. black pepper 
¼ cup beef scotk 
Grind with either 1/4 or 3/8" 
plate. Mix spices in very thoroughly. 
If ground with ¼" plate, shape into 
patties or . 1" thick by 3½" long 
sausage rolls. If ground with 3/8" 
plate, stuff into casings and tie off 
into 4 ;, links. 
Ed. Note: The following recipe was 
discovered in the Opinion office. 
duri[lg our recent spring cleaning, 
which is why it wosn 't printed in the 
lost issue. (Sorry, "Kid"!) 
WHOLEWHEAT AND HONEY 
BREAD 
submitte_d by the Kid 
I've been making the following 
. bread on ·a regular basis-for about 5 · 
· years. It's time consuming, but if 
you're kickin' around the house for 
8 hours or so some Saturday, why 
not? The reasons why this particular 
bread? I've made somewhere in the 
vicinity of 25-30 yeast breads and 
rolls over the years, and this is easily 
the most used as: I) It uses no sugar; 
2) It uses only whole wheat flour; 
and 3) Kids love it. -
3 cups warm water 
3/4 cup honey 
2 pkgs. dry yeast 
1/4 cup melted butter or margarine 
whole wheat flour (lots) 
1 tablespoon salt 
- Make a yeast starter with 1/2 cup 
water and 1 tablespoon honey and 
the yeast. Combine the rest of the 
water, honey, butter, salt, and about 
4 _cups of floor. When the yeast 
starter is right; mix it in and stir 
really well . Keep adding flour until 
you get a good stiff dough . Knead 
the dough, adding as much flour as 
the dough will absorb . The kneading 
should be thorough . Place the dough 
in a greased bowl and let it rise to 
about double. (The bowl should be 
placed in the oven . with a pan of hot 
.water beneath it and a damp towel 
over it. Make sure the bowl is big 
enough so the dough will not contact 
the bowl.) ~unch , it down and let it 
. rise again. Now split it into 2 loaves 
and place in loaf pans •to rise yet a 
third time. Then bake at 350 degrees 
for 40-50 minutes (experience will 
tell.) For a real kid pleaser, brush the 
tops will a little honey while lhe 
loaves are hot. The bread has no 
preservati¥e and will tend to dry out 
sausage ; simmer in ½" water and ._ if not well wrapped after a loaf is 
then brown in olive oil. cut. 
1 
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Flf:le~'17~rld of fori. · 
Provisional,-Remedies: 
·sunson for Governor 
by John Simson sample letters and threats, so that 
you can know the kind of 
have been saving this last pressure I've been going through 
column for two and one half in order to bring you .good 
years. We all must wait fo~ the investigative journal ism of the 
proper time and proper forum. third kind. (I never reveal my 
Too many third year students 
0 
do sources) 
hot understand this age old 
principle. They are worried Dear Wi~ World of Garbage, 
because they have not as yet l 'm not saying you'll never get 
found "positions." a job, because -I am leaving and ' 
1·do not worry. the person who . takes over my 
Today is the first day of the office might not get a line on you 
rest · of my I ife. Th is is a good as quickly as I di~, but that 
ttiing to say , It is almost as nice as claptrap you wrote about the 
Clairol's latest hair coloring Placement Office was unfounded 
advertising campaign- which sends and · untrue. First of all, we had 
its message to those burnt out two calls last year, and only one 
flower children of the Sixties who was a wrong number. Second, the 
are now dying their hair to law firms that expressed interest 
maintain their youth in the did not believe I was from 
"Looking out for Numero Uno" Harvard when they guaranteed .22 
Seventies. Clairol's message: "Why job placements but from Yale! I 
not change the things you can!" have spoken to your editors and 
I' hear that commercial once, they have assured me that you by Michael Schwartz completed championship game, going. Team 9's offense, which 
and terminal despair sets in. But will not be released on the general Team 12, led by game MVP John must control the tempo to work 
enough background material; public again. "Yaz, sir he's my baby" Gilbert, roared back from a as planned, completely broke 
Simson said he's been saving a Unsigned Placement Director - -Regie Jackson halftime deficit to ,defeat favored down as the game progressed. The 
column; lefs hear it. Team 9. The effective outside 30-22 final score accurately 
Today, _I am giving Opinion a Dear Torts, Since Larry Meckler was shooting of Bob Fleming and reflected the rout that the game 
journalistic scoop in announcing In your last column you somewhat of an inspiration to me Steve G~rber had combined with had become.' 
my candidacy for the 1982 New dishonestly claimed that I had in the writing of this column, I the· inside drives of Chuck Kelton Team 9 had advanced to the 
York Gubernatorial Race. SiJ!Jlle-ha~dedly overruled the Law decided to re.read the final "The to carry Team 9 to a four point finals by beating Team 13, which 
'.You're probably w~ndering of Gravity. As anyone Heck with Meck" (Opinion, April · lead, which they maintained had been led all year by the play 
why I make such a big deal of this kn'owedgeable in Supreme Court· 22, 1976) to get an idea of how a throughout the first half. Their of Rich Epstein and Jack 
here in the Wide World, well • affairs should be aware, one law school sports writer should wel I-organized passing attack Sylvester. Team 13 fell behind 
consider the following. This justice by him, {or her, God help end his career. Meckler, being created, a high percentage of open early, but managed to stay close 
newsp.aper. ivead,{maybe) by800 us,) self, cannot overrule the Law ,some·w.f:iat le,ss modest than shots, which were consisteA~ly .un q 1 T:eam .-9 pulled awa.y, 
future lawyers of New' Yotk. Tn~y' of Gravity. Chief Justice Burger myself, compared his' life to the converted into easy baskets. eventually winning 30-23. The 
will return to the communities did in fact concur in my opinion. life of Babe Ruth. It should be The second ·half seemed like an other semi-final game also ended 
from whence they came and Wm Rehnquist ~uite clear ta everyone by this entirely different game as Team in a 30-23 score, as Team 12 
become·.v~ery well-knbwn ;falk.s.:Jn ,, P.S. • ,t<\voulct ,appreciate rt if; yoir time that I , .wo1,1ld ~ever lo~:" 12 outscored their opponents ·19 overcame early difficultie·s to 
four .·.years· ,when .the campa1gh•. would not disclose to your readers . myself to _c~":1P~~-ison with· to 7. All' Stars, lohn Gilbert and defeat Team 1, Who had displayed 
trail is hot, they can arrange for the help which you gave me in someone primarily remembered Stuart Markowitz were virtu.ally a well balanced attack throughout 
my speaki_ng engagements, rallies, Aldinger v, Howard. I did in fact for his career as a Yankee unstoppable, scoring all but 4 of the season. 
etc... These 800 lawyers are .the mean "sic utero dammim ·supine .flllt~eu~h; .r!ike Sparky Lyle, ~he their team's final total of 30 . , , , , , , , ,, • ,, .. ,-
key to my <;.ampaign. Most of you negligence" when I used the word Babe did have some redeeming baskets . The inside work of The SCHWARTZ ONSP()RTZ 
are probably thinking these 800 lmpleader. years as a pitcher for the Red Gilbert was complemented All-Star Law School Basketball 
lawyers all come from Brooklyn! I WR Sox) . perfect! y by Markowitz's fine Team: 
think that overstates the Instead, I would like to perimeter jump shots. RICH EPSTEIN - Team 13 
distribution of out class So Wide World comes to a congratulate the Commissioner In addition the improved BOBFLEMING-Team9 
somewhat. However, as an astute close. Before I go, one more aml all who participated in the defense of Team 12destroyed the JOHN GILBERT - Team 12 
politician, I have made other skeleton, Opinion's taping system Law School Basketball League for teamwork that Team 9 had STUART MARKOWITZ -
arrangements in Upstate New . .. never mind. · a fine season. rti the 'recently employed so well in the early Team 12 
York. 
You may ask why you should Government Suit Seeks Damages and Censorshipwork for me? There are many 
reasons. When the governor of 
New York is a L!B Law School by ~Ill Brooks Haynsworth (who might be sitting manuscript for agency approval, On February 15th, the Justice 
alumnus good things start to on the Supreme Court today if they migh'l butcher the book to Department initiated a civil suit 
happen. The joh market suddenly It would P,_robably be fai r to ·the Senate had .any idea Tricky death . He thus led the C.I.A to claiming Snepp had " unjustly 
explodes for UB - law graduates. say the Justice Department during was going to nominate William belii:ve he would submit the book enriched himself," and seeking 
(Note: since ) immy Carter has the Nixon administration was not Rehnquist if Haynsworth was not for approval when he had no such damages at least equal to the 
been president, not one Annapolis the most politicall y" neutral body confirmed) upheld the validity of idea. The book Decent Interval, author 's present and future 
graduate has been denied a job in in government. Things were the contract and permitted the was published before the agency earnings from the book. In 
the federal government\) supposed to ch"ange when the deletion of some but not all had an opportunity to excise addition, the agency sought -to 
Picture Al Katz on the Court ' peanut farmer took over. How portions of the book that the portions it c!eemed embarrassing. enjoin Snepp from further writing 
of Appeals. Justice Brei tel : "What much the department has changed C.I.A . . had requested deleted. An I can see my friend Mr. T. or speaking about his C.I.A. 
do you mean you don't .balance. is open to question. It does author in a recent Village Voice Bender . smirking and saying experiences without prior agency 
You're a judge now!" Katz: "I'd appear, h_owever, the department article has pointed out that the something to the extent of "Why screening 
rather juggle than balance." has not changed its attitude C I.A., .in a recent . internal does this radical believe the C.I.A. One· commentator has pointed 
Picture yourself in the state toward the publication of n:iemorandum, noted it was after embarrassing out ·- and it is hard to believe he 
government. It could happen. So classified material. Under former deliberately excised numerous information? Does this schmuck is wrong - that the government is 
remember, not this year, not next President Nixon's executive order, passages from the Marchetti book·­ ever believe perhaps the material only interested in stifling dissent, 
year, but in 1982, Simson for this is defined· as ma1erial which that had nothing to do with that would have been excised instilling a fear in government 
Governor. , if disclosed "could reasonably national security in order to have might have been crucial to officials, ex -officials and 
I have some other unfinished [be) expected to cause damage to "bargaining chips" wheri national security interests? ' Well . publishers alike. The government 
business. Wide World of Torts has national security." appearing before the court. Tom, neither the CI.A. nor will not benefit at all financially 
n o t e x is t e d i n th e In the early 1970's, Victor Tom Snepp did not ·want to anyone else has yet to claim ·from this suit. Snepp's advance ~ 
non-controversial vacuum that its Marchetti and John Marks wrote become the sec'ond person in U.S. Snepp has compromised any was less than ½ of his C.I.A. 
non-plussed author carries with The CI.A.. and the Cult of history to be censored in such a security information. Rather, · salary, and if the government wins 
him through his daily chores. In' lntel/igenc . The C.I.A. then manner. Snepp was a high-level Decent Interval . is an historical the case it will realize less money 
fact, most of this year he has been sought to enjoin certain passages C.I A operative in South Vietnam account of the evacuation of than it costs to bring the suit. 
running scared . Opinion has been of the book claiming Marchetti who thought the evacuation of South Vietnam As such any Snepp's chances of winning 
harassed by a multitude of had signed an agreement with the South Vietnam was a fiasco He information that would have been appear to be decent at least. If 
lawsuits designed to prevent my agency not to publish or tried to tell that to the C.I.A. deleted could not have been this is the case, or if the 
- column from ·appearing.· Luckily otherwise disseminate information -through an intdrnal memorandum harmfuL to this nation's national government cannot establish, the 
for me, Opinion's battery · of relating to intelligence sources, but the agency ignored him. He security interests. information in question does not 
lawyers has kept me out of Court, methqds or <?perations without figured if he told the agency he Left at the starting gate by meet the minimum standards for 
up until this , time. Below ire,. agency consent. The 4th Circuit In was going to write a boo,k about Snepp the government decided classification, then all may turn 
printed for your benefit, some an , op inion by Clement the matter without submitting his not to take things sitting down . out well in the end. 
Standing: (1-4) Stuart Markowitz, John Gilbert, Jim Morris; kneeling: (1-r) DaAny Kohane, Jim Kelly, 
Dave Gallo 
Schwartz on Sportz 
Underdogz Triumph in Basketball Final 
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_New Faculty Members Hired 
Diverse Fi,elds Reprei~nted 
Marsh~I Breger been in private practice 
Marshall Breger, a v1s1tmg specializing in employment 
Associate Professor of Law has discrimination since 1971. He was 
accepted a permanent teaching a consultant for the NAACP Legal 
position at UB Law School. Defense Fund and a staff attorney 
Breger has been an . assistant for the La~er's Constitutional 
professor of Law at the University Defense Cpmmittee in the early 
of Texas, where he taught courses 1970's. 
in Legal Profession, Law and Spiegelman has taught courses 
Medicine, Administrative Law and in Employment Discrimination 
Civil Procedure. Class Actions, and Environmental 
. Breger received his J.D. degree Law at the University of Utah 
from the University of LawSchool.Hehasalsotaughtat 
Pennsylvania in 1973. Editor of Hastings College of Law Golden 
the Law Review, Breger graduated Gate University Law School, and 
magna cum laude. Wayne State Law School. 
Interested in political theory, Spiegelman also has some 
Breger was granted a degree from background in clinical teaching. 
Oxford University in 1970 for his He has clerked for Federal 
thesis on the political Theory of District Court Judge Jack 
Technological Society. Weinstein and done research 
He received his B.A. in under the guidance of Professor 
Philosophy and M.A. in American Herbert Wechsler. 
History from the University of 
Pennsylvania in 1967. A 1967 magna cum laude 
Breger served on the Board of graduate of Columbia University 
Directors of the Legal Services 
Corporation, Washington, D.C. 
until 1977, and was a 
Contributing Editor of Texas 
Observer magazine. 
A former law clerk of Federal 
District Court Judge Marvin 
Frankel, Breger has published 
many articies and is presently 
working on more, including one 
on the Legal and Ethical Problems 
of Social Research . 
Robert S. Berger 
Robert Berger will be teaching 
Evidence and Civil Procedure. 
Berger comes from the Legal 
Assistance Foundation of Chicago 
where he is engaged primarily in 
federal class action litigation with 
special emphasis on the areas of 
mental health, health and Social 
Security. 
Berger is 29 years old, married, 
and a 1973 graduate • of the 
University of Chicago Law 
School. He made Law Review and 
graduated cum laude. 
While Berger has no teaching 
experience he has clerked for 
Judge Luther Swygert in the 
Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals 
and been admitted to the Illinois 
Bar. 
Paul J. Spiegelman 
Paul Spiegelman will teach 
Civil Procedure and Employment 
Discrimination. Spiegelman has 
SBA 
BALSA/ AWLS 
-
National Lawyers Guild 
lnt'I. Law Society 
TOTAL 
can be included in the 54 hour 
Legitimate Personal 
# Amt. # Amt. 
4 $ 4.57 251 $778.60 
3 4.66 71 196.52 
5 3.78 
4 7.24 6 4.85 
16 $20.25 328 $979.97 
PHONE BILLS - The five groups who have so far responded to an SBA phone lludit account for over 
$1,300 in personal and unclaimed phone calls. The first column above shows.legitimate calis made. 
The second column shows personal calls which have been admitted. Unclaimed calls are in the third 
column. 
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Sch~ol of Law, Spiegelman has 
published a nu_mb~r _of ~rticles on 
employment d1scrimmat1on 
He is 35 years old, married 
with one child 
Fall Grades 
Here are the grades for non-seminar courses from last fall for 
those of you who want to plan for next fall or just find out how 
bad the damage really was. Note: Either UB students are getting 
smar!er (not likely) or the faculty no longer believes in giving F's. 
Course Title Instructor Total No. H's Q's D's F's 
Students 
Federal Tax I Joyce 115 26 79 10 
Federal Tax I Greiner 69 11 56 2 
Administrative Law 
Constitutional Law II 
Albert 
Mann-
30 6 
55 19 
19 
27 
5 
8 
Criminal Procedure I Ostrowski 71 13 58 
Corporations Zimmerman 89 12 74 3, 
Corporations Schapiro 60 7 47 6. 
Evidence Birzon 111 12 94 4 
Future Interests Mugel 31 15 16 
Family Law Blumberg 130 16 105 9 
Gratuitous Trans. Joyce 212 55 150 7 
Labor Law Kochery 99 31 63 5 
Labor Law Atleson 52 14 30 8 
Property II Reis 77 21 46 10 
Property II Kaplan 44 10 34 -
lnt'I. Comm. Trans. Leary 21 4 15 2 
State & Local Tax Greiner 23 7 16 
Comm. Tra11s. I Schlegel 53 7 46 
Comm. Trans. I Spanogle 85 20 55 10 
Trial Technique Staff 121 33 88 
Civil Procedure II Kochery 124 41 78 5 
Consumer Protection Spanogle 27 6 18 2 
Lawyer Client Clinic Staff 42 34 8 
Fund. Munic. Law Magavern 48 14 24 10 
Govt. Info Law & Policy Boyer 34 6 27 1 
Graduation Requirements Cause Confusion 
by J.R. Drexelius 
Avoid the headache of not 
graduating. Know the 
requirements. 
Basically three criteria must be 
met for a student to graduate 
from this law school. They are 
course load (i.e., credit hours 
earned), 72 of 'Q or better in law 
school courses, and residency. 
Betwe('Jl 81 and 83 credit 
hours are required to successfully 
complete a degree. Essentially, 
this means the student must 
complete the required first year 
program plus an additional 54 
credit hours. 
All students are also · required 
to take Tax I and a seminar in 
either their second or third year. 
These courses count as part of the 
student ' s 54 credit hour 
requirement after the first year. 
Any other electives taken during 
the first year or over the summer 
Michael A. Scha!'ftler 
Michael Schaeftler has been 
hired to teach Corporations. 
Schaeftler has been working for 
Sonnenschein' Carlin Nath and 
Rosenthal, a Chicago firm, for the 
past two years. 
Schaeftler is a native Israeli. He 
has six years of legal training in 
Israel. A magna · cum laude 
graduate of Hebrew University 
Law School, Schaeftler clerked 
for the State Attorney of Israel,' 
Ministry of Justice in Jerusalem 
and Michael Casp Bariste at Law 
a major Israeli law firm. 
Since coming to the United 
States, Schaeftler has received 
L.L.M. and S.J .D. degrees from 
the University of Michigan Law 
School. .He was a research scholar 
for the University of Michigan and 
has served on the Hague Academy 
of International Law 
Schaeftler has published three 
articles dealing with international 
law and a book on the liability of 
corporate officials. 
He taught Hebrew while at the 
University of Michigan and is 30 -
years old 
requirement, Charles Wallin, 
Assistant Dean of Acaoemic 
Affairs and Registrar said. 
The class of '78 was required 
to add .an additional number of 
hours to their first year required 
program because the ' Court of 
Appeals did not approve their 
research and writing course. Thus, 
their first year program consisted 
of between 27 and 29 hours 
depending on the way the 
research and writing course was 
credited. It is confusing, however, 
it only applies to this year's 
graduating class.' · 
The 72 hours of Q or better at 
the law school cau~s some 
misunderstanding, Wallin said. All 
students must receive a minimum 
of 72 hours of Q, H, or S grades 
to graduate. 
While D is passing and will 
count toward the credit hour 
requirement, it does not count 
towar~ the Q or better rule. 
Unclaimed 
# Amt. 
61 $ 98.02 · 
100 223.75 
34 63.75 
145 $385.f)0 
The 1egistrar also indicated the 
Q or !fetter rule applied only to 
law school courses. An A or B 
received_in graduate work under 
another part of the university or 
as part of a joint degree program 
could not be used to satisfy the 
law school's 72 hours of Q or 
better rule. 
Wallin admitted this penalized 
people who took part in a joint 
degree program, but pointed out 
the credits earned cquld be used 
to meet the 54 credit hour 
requirement. 
Residency is the other major 
graduation requirement. In order 
to complete a fulltime program in 
three years, students must take a 
minimum of 12 hours per 
semester for six semesters, Wallin 
said. Each 12 hour semester is 
counted as 16 weeks for residency 
purposes. In order to gradua~ 
student . mu st complete 96 
residency weeks (16x6). · 
If a student drops below 12 
hours per semester, ~e is 
considered a four year student 
and only receives 12 weeks a 
semester for residency purposes 
(12x8=96). By only earning 12 
weeks residency the student is 
four weeks short for graduating in 
three years. · 
There are two ways to make up 
the residency requirements, Wallin 
said. One way is to take an extra 
semester of courses. The other 
way i.s to take two courses during 
the summer session. 
Some SBA Members
. . 
Diilappointed by.Action 
• 
- continued from page one 
people, Batt said. 
However, the definition of lies 
and deceit finally adopted by the 
board in a 4-3 vote with four 
absJentions applies only to those 
people who did not come forward 
and claim personal calls within the . 
. one week amnesty period. As long 
as all illegitimate calls are claimed 
within the authorized week, the 
board ..said, it would not authorize 
an investigation into the 
impropriety of any indivictua l. 
Phone abuse subcommittee 
member Lew Steele expressed 
disappointment with the 
guidelines adopted bi the board. 
"I think we're not being honest 
because we should be interested in 
whether someone is taking 
responsibility for their action and 
if they're not, why should we hide 
them behind ,our subcommittee?" 
Steele said. 
1Ba tt sai ,d he was also 
disappointed with the board's 
·decision. 
"It didn't eonvey the meaning 
of my clarification. In fact it was 
directly in conflict with · my 
intent," he said. . 
SBA Vice President Kathy 
Kaman, who voted not to 
investigate any lies which may 
have been told to ' .the SBA prior 
to the end of the !imnesty week, 
said the who, what and why of 
the illegitimate phone .. callnvere 
unimportant as long as someone 
was willing to-pay for them. 
"No one cares who made th~ 
calls, as long as they get paid for " 
she said. ' 
The subcommittee's final 
report, - due' on April 28, will 
include 'a ' breakdown by 
organization of illegitimate calls as 
well as the total number of people 
in each organization responsible 
for the calls.,, 
